Alternative premessenger RNA splicing enables genes to generate more than one gene product. Splicing events that occur within protein coding regions have the potential to alter the biological function of the expressed protein and even to create new protein functions. Alternative splicing has been suggested as one explanation for the discrepancy between the number of human genes and functional complexity. Here, we carry out a detailed study of the alternatively spliced gene products annotated in the ENCODE pilot project. We find that alternative splicing in human genes is more frequent than has commonly been suggested, and we demonstrate that many of the potential alternative gene products will have markedly different structure and function from their constitutively spliced counterparts. For the vast majority of these alternative isoforms, little evidence exists to suggest they have a role as functional proteins, and it seems unlikely that the spectrum of conventional enzymatic or structural functions can be substantially extended through alternative splicing.
function ͉ human ͉ isoforms ͉ splice ͉ structure A lternative mRNA splicing, the generation of a diverse range of mature RNAs, has considerable potential to expand the cellular protein repertoire (1) (2) (3) , and recent studies have estimated that 40-80% of multiexon human genes can produce differently spliced mRNAs (4, 5) . The importance of alternative splicing in processes such as development (6) has long been recognized, and proteins coded by alternatively spliced transcripts have been implicated in a number of cellular pathways (7) (8) (9) . The extent of alternative splicing in eukaryotic genomes has lead to suggestions that alternative splicing is key to understanding how human complexity can be encoded by so few genes (10) .
The pilot project of the Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE) (11) , which aims to identify all the functional elements in the human genome, has undertaken a comprehensive analysis of 44 selected regions that make up 1% of the human genome. One valuable element of the project has been the detailing of a reference set of manually annotated splice variants by the GENCODE consortium (12) . The annotation by the GENCODE consortium is an extension of the manually curated annotation by the Havana team at The Sanger Institute.
Although a full understanding of the functional implications of alternative splicing is still a long way off, the GENCODE set has provided us with the material to make an in-depth assessment of a systematically collected reference set of splice variants.
Results
Alternative Splicing Frequency. The GENCODE set is made up of 2,608 annotated transcripts for 487 distinct loci. A total of 1,097 transcripts from 434 loci are predicted to be protein coding. There are on average 2.53 protein coding variants per locus; 182 loci have only one variant, whereas one locus, RP1-309K20.2 (CPNE1) has 17 coding variants.
A total of 57.8% of the loci are annotated with alternatively spliced transcripts, although there are differences between target regions chosen manually and those chosen according to the stratified random-sampling strategy (11) . The differences stem from gene clusters in the manually selected regions, such as the cluster of 31 loci that code for olfactory receptors in manual pick 9 from chromosome 11 (13) . These olfactory receptors are recent in evolutionary origin, have a single large coding exon, and code for a single isoform. This means that although the 0.5% of the human genome that was selected for biological interest has 276 loci, just 52.1% of the loci have multiple variants. In contrast, the regions that were selected in the stratified random-sampling process have fewer loci (158), but 68.7% of the loci have multiple variants (see Fig. 1a ). This number is toward the higher end of previous estimates but in line with the most recent reports (14) .
Analysis of the data suggests that the GENCODE-validated transcripts are an underestimate of the real numbers of alter-native splicing at the mRNA level. Although the set does include many known isoforms and uncovers numerous previously unrecognized variants, several known variants were not annotated in the initial release. For example, the set annotated just four of the nine experimentally recorded isoforms (15) in locus XX-FW83563B9.3 (TAZ) and only three of six Uniprotrecognized (16) isoforms for locus AC011501.5 (KIR2DL4).
A large proportion of the splice isoforms in the data set have identical protein sequences. These coding sequence-identical variants are alternatively spliced in the 5Ј and 3Ј untranslated regions and form an interesting subgroup that may be under independent transcriptional control (17) . One locus, AF121781.16 (C21Orf13), has 11 alternative isoforms, all of which are protein sequence-identical. This is not an isolated case: 230 of the 1,097 isoforms are identical, 25 loci have four or more identical isoforms, and 15% of loci with multiple variants code for nothing but protein sequence-identical isoforms.
Splicing Events in Alternatively Spliced Isoforms. We concentrated our analyses on the 214 loci that code for protein sequencedistinct splice isoforms. The results of the analyses can be seen in further detail in the supporting information (SI). We classified the changes brought about by splicing events into six types based on the effect on the protein sequence. Deletions and insertions were pooled because they cannot always be easily distinguished. The results (Fig. 1b) agreed with previous studies (18) ; internal events are almost always deletions or insertions of single or multiple exons, and splicing events at the C terminus are almost always substitutions.
Although instances of splicing via functionally interesting mutually exclusive exons (2) were very rare in this set, a number of alternative isoforms are generated from translations of different reading frames. For example, alternative splicing between exons 4 and 5 in isoforms 002 and 003 of locus RP1-309I22.1 (TIMP3) leads to a frame shift that causes the fifth exon (corresponding the C terminus of the protein) to be read from a different reading frame. There are only three functionally studied examples of overlapping reading frames in humans. One is INK4a/ARF21 (19) , where different transcripts have a coding sequence sharing 3Ј exons in different reading frames. In this set, 23 separate loci code for variants with overlapping reading frames, suggesting that the frequency of variants with overlapping reading frames might be somewhat higher than previously thought (20) .
Few of the variants coded from overlapping reading frames appeared to be functional. We were able to compare nine transcripts where the human and mouse homologue had conserved exonic structure. If the two alternative reading frames evolve under functional constraints, the mutation rate for all three codon positions should be the same, and both frames should have an identical nonsynonymous substitution rate (K a , 21). Only one of the nine pairs of transcripts had identical K a values and equal rates of mutation for each coding position.
Signal Peptides and Transmembrane Helices. Of the 1,097 transcripts, 219 were predicted to have signal peptides, accounting for 107 of the 434 loci. Unequivocal loss or gain of signal peptides can be seen in 12 loci, and, in these cases, localization will not be conserved between isoforms. Signal peptide loss/gain is caused by substitution of exons at the N terminus in eight of the loci. This is coherent with earlier findings (18) that showed that most signal peptide gain/loss in alternative splicing comes about through N-terminal exon substitution. One example is the alternative isoform in locus RP1-248E1.1 (MOXD1), which loses 86 N-terminal residues, including the signal peptide, with respect to the principal isoform.
Signal peptide loss in isoform 003 of locus AC010518.2 (LILRA3) is triggered by a 17 residue N-terminal insertion ahead of the signal peptide predicted for the principal sequence. This results in the apparent internalization of the signal peptide and will affect the localization of the protein. If this variant is expressed, there is some evidence to suggest that expression may be disease-associated; the only supporting evidence for this isoform is in the form of ESTs from leukemic blood.
The manually selected regions contain a relatively high proportion of loci that code for proteins with transmembrane helices (TMH). Many of these loci form clearly defined clusters, such as the 31 olfactory receptors on chromosome 11 and the clusters of natural killer cell Ig receptors in manual pick number 1.
Gain or loss of TMH can be observed in 41 loci. In most cases, a single helix is lost relative to the principal splice isoform, but there are also cases where four, five, and even eight membrane sections are missing. Several genes appear to code for both soluble and transmembrane isoforms. For example, the gene UGT1A10 codes for two isoforms of UDP-glucuronosyltransferase 1A10. Isoform 002 has a short substitution in place of the 89-residue C-terminal segment that contains a predicted TMH. All 64 UDP-glucuronosyltransferases deposited in the SwissProt database (16) are annotated as monotopic membrane proteins, and no natural soluble form is known. However, an engineered water-soluble form is reported (22) . If expressed at the protein level, isoform 002 would be the first naturally encoded soluble UDP-glucuronosyltransferase.
Splicing events also lead to alternative isoforms in which it is difficult to predict the resulting membrane topology. In locus AC129929.4 (TSPAN32) the principal isoform has four TMH, but the gene also codes for four different splice isoforms that each lose membrane-spanning helices. In isoform 003, the N-terminal helix that acts as both a signal sequence and a membrane anchor (23) is likely to be lost through N-terminal substitution, whereas isoforms 005 and 012 lose the C-terminal TMH. Isoform 014 apparently lacks not just the N-terminal helix, but also the third TMH. This would leave the isoform with two membrane-spanning regions and with the one of the helices oriented in the opposite direction. All these cases must force either a change of structure or polarity. Functional Domains. On occasion, splicing events leave out complete functional domains. This infrequent variation in domain architectures may be biologically meaningful, and these loci are ideal candidates for further study into the potential effects of alternative splicing on function. In this set, the effect was most marked with the immunoglobulin (ig) domain, a functional domain that is overrepresented in the manually chosen regions. For example, isoform 007 from locus AC011501.5 (KIR2DL4) is missing the N-terminal ig.
The repeated use of splicing in altering ig fold copy number is of particular interest when attempting to understand the involvement of ig-containing genes in developmental and immune system pathways. Although the numbers of cases is undoubtedly influenced by the significant bias toward ig-like architecture in the manually selected regions, it does suggest that this is not an isolated phenomenon and that it may occur in many other ig-fold-containing proteins. It was also noticeable that no splicing event fell within an ig-domain.
Splicing events occur within Pfam-A (24) hand-curated functional domains in 46.5% of sequence-distinct isoforms, and the figure rises to 71% when all Pfam-defined domains are considered. Although this is a surprisingly high figure, it is still considerably less than might be anticipated. If the same number of splicing events in each alternative isoform were to happen randomly at any of the exon boundaries, they would be expected to fall inside Pfam-A domains in 59.8% of isoforms (84.8% in all Pfam-defined domains). As shown (25) , this effect is not due to any correlation between domain and exon boundaries. We found no such correlation.
Although these results do suggest that there is some favorable selection against splicing events that affect functional domains, the proportion of splicing events that occur inside a domains is still high, and, as a result, many of these transcripts are likely to code for proteins with drastically altered structure and function.
From Gene Expression to Translation. RT-PCR experiments can confirm mRNA expression, and it is possible to find RT-PCR evidence for many loci. For example, both variants of AF030876.1 (MEC2P) have been shown to be expressed (26) , and Tsyba et al. (27) confirmed the expression of a number of variants from locus AP000303.6 (ITSN1).
Although it has been possible to confirm the expression of many alternative transcripts, it is important to know how many of these genes are actually translated into proteins and whether the alternative splice isoforms with the most extreme deletions would become misfolded and quickly removed by the cell degradation machinery. Also, if the proteins are translated and fold properly, what functional role might they play in the cell?
Structures have been resolved for a surprisingly high number of these genes; the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (28) contains structures for proteins from 42 different loci (almost 10% of the total). It was also possible to find homologous PDB structures for more than half of the sequences in the set and, in many cases, to map the changes resulting from splicing events at the protein level onto these structures. We were able to map the sequence of 85 alternative isoforms onto their homologous structures. For 49 of these 85 alternative transcripts, the resulting protein structure is likely to be substantially altered in relation to that of the principal sequence.
A number of alternative isoforms must have radically different structures if they are to fold (see Fig. 2 ). The gene product of locus RP4-61404.1 (ITGB4BP) is 75% sequence identical to a yeast protein with a complex 5-fold ␣-␤ propeller structure. Isoform 005 from this locus has an internal substitution of 85 residues (Fig. 2d , marked in purple in the figure), which must disrupt two blades of this very stable structure. In Fig. 3 , we demonstrate the effect of large internal deletions or C-terminal substitutions on four splice isoforms from the serpin B cluster in random pick 122. It is clear that, in many cases, removing, adding, or replacing part of the protein structure would almost certainly mean that folding and function are severely affected. If these proteins are to fold properly and not aggregate, some alternative structural and functional explanation must be invoked.
Experimental evidence for functional differences between splice isoforms is harder to find. Extensive literature searches for every gene in the ENCODE set turned up just four concrete instances of in vitro functional differences between the splice isoforms in this set.
Splice isoform 004 from locus AC034228.1 (ACSL6) has a sequence similar internal substitution corresponding to mutually exclusive versions of exon 11 in the transcript. Kinetics assays show that this isoform has conspicuously different ATP-binding affinities (29) . A further locus for which there is evidence of distinct functions is XX-FW83563B9.3 (TAZ), where it has been shown that alternative isoform 002, which has a 31-residue deletion from skipping the fifth exon, may in fact be the principal isoform, because it is the only isoform to have full cardiolipin metabolic activity (30) .
The three experimentally recorded splice variants of locus U52112.3 (IRAK1) coincide with the three coding sequenceidentical variants in the GENCODE set. IRAK1c (isoform 001) has a 79-residue deletion in relation to the principal sequence (31) . IRAK1b (isoform 002) has a 30-residue deletion that results from the use of an alternative 5Ј-acceptor splice site within exon 12 (32) . Both isoforms have been shown to be protein kinase-dead, and neither is phosphorylated by IRAK4. However they do interact with Toll/IL-1 receptor (TIR) signaling factors in the TIR inflammatory cascade, and it has been suggested that the isoforms can function as dominant-negative proteins in TIR-mediated signaling and inflammation. Another locus involved in inflammatory response pathways is IL-4, locus AC004039.4, a cytokine thought to play a role in the development of T helper 2 cells. The GENCODE set contains a single alternative splice variant (isoform 002, IL-4d2) that has a deletion of the second exon, a total of 16 residues. Although the presence of isoform IL-4d2 has yet to be demonstrated in the cell, in vitro studies have shown that IL-4d2 retains the ability to bind to IL-4 receptors and acts as a competitive antagonist of IL-4 in monocytes and B cells (33) .
The structure of human IL-4 has been well characterized. It is a four-helix bundle with long connecting loops between helices 1 and 2 and 3 and 4 and is held together by three cysteine bridges. The residues coded for by the missing exon coincide with the first of the long loops (see Fig. 4 ), and to close this loop, a certain amount of structural reorganization relative to the structure of the principal isoform would be necessary. Isoform IL-4d2 has been a favorite target for the homology modeling of splice isoforms, but the size of the gap left by the missing residues and relative inflexibility imposed by the cysteine bridges have hampered predictions. Predicted models have substantially different arrangements of the helices (34) (35) (36) , and one is even predicted as a knotted structure. Recent results have shown that it is extremely difficult to model even small deletions and insertions with current techniques (37, 38) .
Splice Isoforms and Disease. TAZ is not the only locus in the set where doubt has been cast on the biological importance of the principal isoform. At least two other loci (AF030876.1, MECP2 and RP11-247A12.4, PPP2R4) are likely to be annotated with the incorrect principal isoform. It has recently been suggested that, because cDNAs for many genes were cloned from tumor samples, the prevalent isoform may well have been coded from a tumor-specific splice variant rather than the mRNA sequence found in normal tissue (39) .
For many alternative variants in this set, the mRNA supporting evidence was found exclusively in cancer cell lines, which suggests that the expression of some of these variants may be associated with disease states. It should be borne in mind, however, that tumor lines are overrepresented in cDNA libraries: 26% of the cDNA libraries annotated in the eVOC pathology annotation (40) are annotated as ''normal,'' whereas 49% are annotated as ''tumor.'' There has been abundant recent work associating alternative splicing with stresses incurred by cancer and other disorders (41) (42) (43) , although in many cases the increase in expression of the aberrant variant may be a side effect of the general breakdown of cellular function rather than part of the instigation process. Indeed the importance of alternative splicing in cancer is such that diagnosis can now be carried out by using isoform-sensitive microarrays based on splice isoform profiles (44) .
At least two sets of alternative isoforms in this set are implicated in disease. Isoform 011 from locus AC051649.4 (TNNT3) seems to play a role in facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy (45) , and isoform 006 of locus U52111.6 (L1CAM) is involved in CRASH syndrome (46) . . The sections deleted/substituted in the isoforms are shown in purple. In each case, it appears that splicing is likely to cause the structure to fold in a substantially different fashion. Given that the complex structure of the inhibitor is vital to its unique function, it is not clear why so many apparently deleterious isoforms would be necessary. Fig. 4 . The difficulty of modeling the structure of isoform IL-4d2. Splice isoform IL-4d2 (isoform 002 from locus AC004039.4) mapped onto structural template 1itl. The section coded for by the missing second exon is colored in dark gray. The cysteine bridges that stabilize the structure are shown in stick format. The missing exon would leave the flanking residues 30 Å apart, and the cysteine bridges mean that the structure has little room for reorganization. Solutions to the modeling problem would have to break the hydrophobic core of the four-helix bundle or break the cysteine bridges by realigning the helices.
Conclusions
This study shows that alternative splicing is commonplace, and the cross-section of alternative splicing events apparent at many different loci points to the possible versatility of alternative splicing in the creation of new functions. However, although alternative splicing has the potential to be an effective way of increasing the variety of protein functions, this still has to be demonstrated at the protein level. Exhaustive literature searches on the genes in this data set unearthed very little evidence of an increase in protein function repertoire.
The effect of splicing on function in vitro is known for a few of the alternative isoforms in this set, but even in the cases described above, we are still some way short of knowing their precise role in the cell. Here, detailed and technically complex experimental approaches would be required. At present, most researchers can do little more than hypothesize as to the functional importance of splicing events.
In fact, alternative splicing can lead to a wide range of outcomes, many of which may be undesirable. The large number of alternative splice variants that are likely to code for proteins with dramatic changes in protein structure and function suggest that many of the alternative isoforms are likely to have functions that are potentially deleterious.
The standard path of protein evolution is usually conceived of as stepwise single base-pair mutations. In contrast alternative splicing typically involves large insertions, deletions, or substitutions of segments that may or may not correspond to functional domains, subcellular sorting signals, or transmembrane regions. The deletion and substitution of multiple exons seen in many of these transcripts suggests that splicing is not always a mechanism for delicate and subtle changes and, as a process, may be rather more revolution than evolution.
The substantial rearrangements evident in many of the alternative splice isoforms ought to disrupt their structure and function at the protein level. Changes of this magnitude would normally not be tolerated because of the heavy selection pressure that must oppose such large transformations (47) . Unless some external force guides alternative splicing, splicing will lead to as many, if not more, evolutionary dead ends as standard evolutionary paths.
What advantage is there to be gained in the cell from alternative splicing? We cannot rule out the possibility that the expression of alternative transcripts has implications for the control of gene expression, and indeed there are many transcripts that have splicing events outside the translatable regions. It also seems possible that a number of alternative isoforms may have developed a function that is useful for the cell, such as the regulatory role suggested for the IRAK1 and IL-4 isoforms. Despite this, these functional alternative isoforms appear to be the exception rather than the rule.
Cells can encode a great many alternative transcripts; even the conservative estimate from this set suggests that alternative splicing can more than double the number of proteins in the cell. So why are there so many transcripts that appear to encode proteins that are nonfunctional, at least in the classical sense? One answer may be that the organism can withstand these alterations to some extent. It is possible that many potentially deleterious splice variants lie more or less dormant within the gene and are highly expressed only as a result of some disease event. If alternative transcripts in low numbers do not adversely affect the organism, the selection pressure against exon loss or substitution will be reduced, and the new variants will be tolerated, making large evolutionary changes possible.
Materials and Methods
Data. The GENCODE annotations used in the paper are available at http://genome.imim.es/biosapiens/gencode/dataset/ v2.2.html.
Databases. Sequence information is from the Uniprot/Swissprot databases, and structures are from the PDB database. Definitions of protein functional domains, both Pfam-A and Pfam-B domains, come from the Pfam database. The OMIM database (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/omim) was used to relate variants with disease. Relevant literature was found by using iHOP (48) .
Prediction Techniques. SignalP (49) was used to predict signal peptides, PHOBIUS (50), ENSEMBLE (51), and PRODIV (52) were used to predict TMH; we used BLAST (53) to align sequences and search against the PDB, and exonerate (54) to align human and mouse exonic structure.
Materials and methods are explained in more detail in SI.
